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＜seafood farming＞ 
 
  What is seafood farming?  
For the care and harvesting of various marine 

products based on an artificial wooden island, the 
aquaculture unit can be hung with a wire and pulled 
up near the surface of the water for various 
operations, so it is not called aquaculture, but 
rather "seafood farming " 
 
 It is said that wine is very delicious when soaked 
in water, and it seems that commercialization has 
begun off the coast of Izu. → "Venus Project"  
 
On the wooden artificial islands, wine can be 

stored safely like the Venus project, and large-scale 
nets can be laid between and under the artificial 
islands to easily create fish farms where fish can 
migrate widely.  
 
Animals such as shrimp, sea urchin, and oysters, 

and plants such as coral, kelp, and seaweed can be 
farmed in the optimal environment for each marine 
product. I believe we can avoid a crisis. 
 
Moreover, agriculture in the sea and lakes will 

become possible, and large-scale agriculture will 
become possible even in areas where conventional 
crops do not grow.  
 
If we can grow crops on a large scale (by using 

large amounts of electricity and using fresh water), 
we will be able to graze cattle and pigs, and we 
believe that local production and local digestion of 
food will progress. 
      

Seafood farming on artificial wooden islands will change 
the world's food culture and solve the world's food crisis. 
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As described above, the benefits of wooden artificial 
islands are: 
 1. "Wooden artificial island + tidal power generation 
+ tree type" can achieve global greenhouse gas 
emissions of ± 0 before 2050.  
 
2. With "wooden artificial islands + fish farming + 
seaweed farming", the world's food culture will shift 
from "meat to fish" and "vegetables to seafood and 
desalination", approaching local production for local 
consumption and self-sufficiency. (In the distant 
future, grazing cattle and pigs will become possible, 
and we will return to meat and vegetables again.)  
 
3. By cultivating "seafood and freshwater products" on 
artificial wooden islands, it is possible to increase 
photosynthesis and reduce CO2 itself. 
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4. Utilizing the abundant power of the wooden 
artificial island "tidal power generation + tree type", 
we will develop "hydroponics" by desalinating seawater 
and vegetables that can be cultivated even in salt 
water, and not only seafood but also agricultural 
products will be drastic. can be increased. 
 
5. By narrowing (tightening) the tidal current between 
the artificial wooden islands and collecting marine 
debris there (when a certain amount of garbage 
accumulates, the robot automatically puts it into the 
collection box on the artificial island), it is 
possible to purify the sea.  
 
 It is said that more than 1 billion hectares of 
agricultural land around the world is suffering from 
salt damage due to rising sea levels caused by global 
warming. 
 When seawater infiltrates into the groundwater table 
due to sea level rise, the groundwater is salted even 
in inland areas far from the coastline.  
Soil exposed to seawater due to floods and storm 

surges becomes difficult to cultivate due to salt 
damage. 
 
 
<Conclusion>  
Rapid expansion of renewable energy (= drastic 
reduction of fossil fuels and countermeasures against 
fossil fuel depletion), expansion of agriculture of 
various marine products (= significant contribution 
to global food shortages, prevention of overfishing 
and depletion of marine resources), forests the 
effective use and circulation of water, and the 
artificial wooden island will connect the dream of 
building an ocean city. 


